
The materials: 
Luck Dice  
 
Ingredient Card 
Symbol Card 
Draw 2 cards, card. 
Magic Item Spell Card 
Protection Symbol Card (rare) 
Swap an ingredient Card  
Steal an ingredient Card 
 
Jinx Card (incl. Fatal Jinx ((1)) )  
Jinx your friend cards  
 
Ambition Card 

 

You draw 1 ambition(spell) card and the premise of the game is to make your spell work. 

And you need to reach a target number of 15(or 20) for the spell to work and finish the game.  

The ambition cards are color combined with 4 ingredients mixing between red, blue, yellow and 
green, and 1 certain symbol – so five requirements.  
Some symbols and ingredients give (+)points, some gives (-)points and some give extra dice in 
addition for your first die and other removes an extra dice from your first die.  

Starting the game you pull 1 ambition card and 5 ingredients cards. The goal of the game is to get to 
the target number of (15) with the help of your ingredients and luck dice to conjure up the perfect 
spell.  

You can have a maxium of 6 ingredient cards in hand, if you have more you must discard them as 
your action your next turn.  

Your spell card will be placed on the table face up for everybody to see.  
Each ingredient card you use for the spell must be placed on the table, (face down or face up??) 
close to the spell card, to be used. All ingredients for the spell must be placed on the table before 
you can cast the spell the following round. The ingredient cards on the table cannot be removed but 
can be swapped with other cards.   

The colour coded ingredients cards can be:  
An ingredient  
a symbol (including a protection symbol) 
A magic item spell  

Every ingredient and symbol has a colour and a set of target points that will either help you or 
disadvantage you from reaching your goal of 15(20)  points.  
 



Ingredients:  
Ingredients are objects you find all around and can be every day house hold objects to animals to 
food etc.  
Some are better than others and that will have an effect on your spellcasting strength. Be aware of 
their strength through their set of points  
 
Symbol:  
Symbols are something that you’ve drawn on your table for the spell to work, however some 
symbols are better drawn than others and some even have additional lines that causes the symbol 
to worsen. Be also aware of their strength through their set of points.  
 
Protection Symbol:  
Rare cards that can help you overrule a jinx if you have cast a bad spell. It is a one-time use card and 
you must discard it with your set of used ingredients and the Jinx. You avoid the Jinx but you must 
now start over on figuring out the spell once more.  

Conjure item spell:  
Conjure Item Spell a minor side spell you can conjure with the help of ingredients with no more than 
1 or 2 and have a set target number of a maximum 10. It takes up an action to cast this spell and can 
also cause a jinx. When you have removed the jinx you must also discard the Magic Item.  
But you keep your ingredients on the table as before. 
When you want to cast the item spell you put the card on top of the Ambition Card and the Item 
Spell card is the main focus until the spell has succeeded or failed. (Meanwhile the Item Spell Card is 
in use you do not need to discard or remove the ingredients for the Ambition Card – however they 
they become unusable and cannot be swapped or gain other cards until the Ambition Card is main 
focus once more)   
The Magic Item is one of the strongest ingredients in the game. But also the most difficult to 
achieve. Once the Magic Item has been conjured and succeeded you can choose to either place it as 
an ingredient at your Ambition Card or return it to the hand. Once laid on the table it becomes a 
regular ingredient card and works in the same way as regular ingredient cards.  

It can be a gamble or a strategy  

Every time it is your turn you are allowed to do an action first and draw a card second. Once you’ve 
drawn a card – the turn ends and the next person’s turn start. 

You have 1 action every turn which can either be:  
Discard a card.  
Steal a card. (needs to be looked into) 
Swap a card (needs to be looked into) 
Cast your spell 
Place ingredient on the table 

If you decide to cast your spell with your combined ingredients there are two outcomes.  
Succeed and you win the game.  
Fail and you must draw a jinx card including discarding all your ingredient cards and start all over 
again.  



Jinx card:  
A jinx card is what happens when you fail a spell. The Jinx card must be placed on top of the spell 
card until you have done what the jinx tells you to do.  
When you’ve drawn the Jinx Card you must discard all your ingredients used for the spell.  

It can be from “skipping a round” or “do a very simple spell” to “actually die´”.  
Do you pull the Fatal Jinx, you are out of the game.   
 
Jinx your friend card: 
Jinx your friend by pulling this card and roll a success.  
Some take 3+ success and some take 4+ success.  
Succeed and your opponent of choice now has to draw a jinx card. 
Fail and you now have to draw a jinx card.  
This will not cause you to discard all your ingredients. 

Steal An Ingredient: 
Steal an ingredient or symbol is a card you can use to steal another person’s ingredient from the 
hand. Once you have stolen a card you discard the Steal an Ingredient. Then you draw a card and the 
turn ends.  
 
Swap an Ingredient:  
With Swap and Ingredient you take the ingredient or symbol card you do not want and swap it with 
an opponent. You swap a card from the hand. Afterwards you discard the Swap an Ingredient and 
you draw a card and the turn ends.  

Change your ambition card:  
Force your friend to change their ambition card. By discarding the old ambition card and draw a new 
from the pile. Any useless ingredients from the table will automatically be discarded with and put 
under the ingredients pile.  

Draw 2 cards, card.  
Playing this card you get to draw two cards instead of 1 by the end of your turn.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


